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Abstract—This letter investigates the anti-jamming problem
with discrete power strategies, and then a Stackelberg game is
formulated to model the competitive interactions between the
user and jammer. Specifically, the user acts as the leader, whereas
the jammer is the follower. Based on their own utilities, the user
and jammer select their power strategies and determine their
respective optimal strategies. Also, a hierarchical power control
algorithm (HPCA) is proposed to obtain the Stackelberg equilibrium, and the asymptotic convergence is analyzed. In addition,
we consider the impact of the imperfect information due to the
jammer’s bounded rationality and inaccurate observation of the
user’s action. Finally, simulations are conducted to show the effectiveness of the proposed HPCA algorithm, and simulation results
demonstrate that the jammer’s bounded rationality and limited
observation lead to the increase of the user’s utility.
Index Terms—Anti-jamming, Stackelberg game, power control,
Q-learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE THREAT of jamming attacks is a serious issue
to the security of wireless networks. In particular, the
jammers, who are able to learn the user’s transmission strategies, can launch more threating and devastating attacks.
To cope with jamming attacks, various techniques have
been proposed, including both non-game theoretic methods [1] and game theoretic methods [4]–[8]. As a powerful
mathematical tool, game theory [2] is adequate to analyze
the interactions between the users and jammers. Among these
game theoretic models, Stackelberg game stands out as a natural paradigm that can be used to analyze the hierarchical
competition between the user and jammer, and to make a
sequential decision-making. Timing channel [3] was exploited,
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and an attacker-defender Stackelberg game was formulated
in [4]. In [5] and [6], a power control Stackelberg game was
proposed in the presence of a jammer, which can learn the
user’s transmission strategies. Li et al. [7] investigated the antijamming power control problem in the cooperative wireless
networks, and a Stackelberg game was employed to analyze
the interactions between the transmitter and jammer. In [8],
an anti-jamming Bayesian Stackelberg game with incomplete
information was proposed, and the optimal strategies based
on duality optimization theory were derived. The above studies focused on the continuous power strategies. However, the
discrete power scenarios are practically appealing in current
communication systems such as 3GPP LTE networks.
In this letter, we investigate the anti-jamming problem with
discrete power, and subsequently formulate it as a Stackelberg
game, in which the user acts as the leader, and the jammer is
the follower. Compared with the continuous power strategies,
the discrete power scenario brings about new challenges, and
existing methods cannot be directly applied. Therefore, it is
particularly necessary and challenging to develop new methods for the discrete power scenarios. To achieve the solution
of the formulated game, we resort to learning technologies,
which can obtain desirable solutions through repeated interactions. The Q-learning [9], [10], which is commonly used and
that obtains decision policies through interaction with the environment, has been widely adopted in wireless communication
systems. In this letter, a hierarchical learning framework is formulated, and a hierarchical power control algorithm (HPCA)
based on Q-learning is proposed. Note that, in a Stackelberg
game, the follower may suffer from bounded rationality and
limited observation in real-world domains [11]. In other words,
the jammer may deviate from the optimal choice due to inaccurate observation of the leader’s strategy, and it may choose
sub-optimal strategies due to bounded rationality as well. In
this letter, the impact of the follower’s bounded rationality and
limited observation are considered.
The main contributions of this letter are given as follows.
• We develop a hierarchical learning solution for antijamming Stackelberg game with discrete power strategies.
• To obtain the solution of the formulated game, a hierarchical power control algorithm (HPCA) is proposed.
• The impact of the jammer’s bounded rationality and
inaccurate observation are analyzed.
Note that a hierarchical learning approach to anti-jamming
channel selection can be found in our work [14]. The main differences are: i) the considered network scenarios are different,
i.e., channel selection for scenario with multiple users and one
jammer was considered in [14] while discrete power strategies
for scenario with one user and one jammer was considered in
this letter, and ii) the impact of jammer’s bounded rationality
and imperfect observations were considered in this letter.
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Fig. 1.

System model.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. System Model
As shown in Fig. 1, our model consists of one user (a
transmitter-receiver pair) and one jammer [5]. Let α and β
denote the channel gain of the transmission link and jamming
link, respectively. The jammer can learn the user’s transmission strategies and adjust its strategies accordingly. We assume
that the user and jammer respectively select their strategies
from their discrete power sets P = {p1 , . . . , pm , . . . , pM } and
J = {ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn , . . . , ϕN }. Similar to [5], based on Signal-toInterference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR), the utility of the user
is μs (pm , ϕn ) = (αpm /(δ02 + βϕn )) − cs pm , where δ02 is the
noise power, cs represents the user’s transmission cost per
unit power; pm and ϕn denote the transmission power of the
user and jammer, respectively. Similarly, the jammer’s utility
is μj (pm , ϕn ) = −(αpm /(δ02 + βϕn )) − cj ϕn , where cj denotes
the jamming cost per unit power of the jammer.
B. Game Model
In this letter, a Stackelberg game is formulated. Specifically,
the user acts as the leader, whereas the jammer is the follower.
Let 1 and 2 denote the index of the user and jammer, respectively. Mathematically, the Stackelberg game is expressed as
G = {N , P , J , μs , μj }, where N = {1, 2} denotes the player
set, P and J respectively represent the strategy space of the
user and jammer, μs and μj are the utility function of the user
and jammer, respectively.
In a Stackelberg game, because of the follower’s inaccurate
observation and bounded rationality, the follower may deviate
from its expected strategy. To describe the inaccurate observations, the observation factor γ ∈ [0, 1] is introduced. That is,
the larger the observation factor γ is, the higher probability of
accurate observation it is. If γ = 1, it means that the jammer
can perfectly observe the user’s action.
To explicitly capture the limited observation, we model the
observation error matrix as H = [φg,l ]0≤g,l≤M , where φg,l
denotes the probability that the power level pg is to be taken
as pl . We assume φg,g = γ if g = l holds, and otherwise,
φg,l = (1 − γ )/(M − 1), where φg,g represents the probability
that the jammer can accurately observe the user’s power pg .1
Considering the limited observation, the jammer’s utility is:


M

αpl
μ̃j (pm , ϕn ) =
φm,l − 2
− cj ϕn .
(1)
δ0 + βϕn
l=1
From the perspective of the jammer, given the user’s power
strategy pm ∈ P , the optimization problem can be written as:
max μ̃j (pm , ϕn ).
ϕn

(2)

1 The basic observation error matrix used in this letter is only for the
simplicity of illustration, other forms would also be feasible.
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Due to the follower’s bounded rationality, it may not strictly
maximize its utility. Motivated by [11], in order to describe the
uncertainty due to the bounded rationality, the rationality factor
η ∈ [0, 1] is introduced, which denotes the rationality degree.
Larger rationality factor η means higher rationality degree. If
η = 1, it means that the follower is perfectly rational.
To capture the bounded rationality, we define the rationality matrix as
= [ψw,k ]0≤w,k≤N , where ψw,k represents
the probability that the power level ϕw is regarded as ϕk . If
w = k holds, ψw,w = η represents the rationality degree of the
jammer; Otherwise, ψw,k = (1 − η)/(N − 1).
Considering the bounded rationality, the user’s utility is:


N

αpm
ψw,k 2
− cs pm .
μ̃s (pm , ϕw ) =
(3)
δ0 + βϕk
k=1
Thus, the user’s optimization problem can be expressed as:
max μ̃s (pm , ϕn ).
pm

(4)

C. Stackelberg Game Solution
In anti-jamming field, the player with mixed strategy can
fool its opponent due to randomness. In this letter, we consider the case where both the user and jammer adopt a mixed
strategy, which denotes a probability distribution for all possible power strategies. It is assumed that q1 and q2 represent
the mixed strategies of the user and jammer, respectively.
The expected utility of the player i (i ∈ {s, j}) is given by
μ̂i (q1 , q2 ) = E[μi |q1 , q2 ]. Motivated by [2], [8], and [13],
the Stackelberg Equilibrium (SE) is defined as follows.
Definition 1: The policy profile (q∗1 , q∗2 ) constitutes the SE,
if no player can improve its utility by deviating unilaterally in
the hierarchical framework, and the following conditions hold.
μ̂s (q∗1 , q∗2 ) ≥ μ̂s (q1 , q∗2 ),
μ̂j (q∗1 , q∗2 ) ≥ μ̂j (q∗1 , q2 ).

(5)
(6)

Lemma 1: There exists a user’s stationary strategy and a
smart jammer’s stationary strategy, which constitute a SE.
Proof: Inspired by [12]–[14], every finite strategy game has
a mixed strategy equilibrium [2], that is, there exists a SE in
the sense of stationary strategy in the formulated game.
According to Definition 1, the jammer aims to maximize its
utility, and its best-response policy is given by:
q∗2 = argmax μ̂j (q1 , q2 ).

(7)

q2

The optimal policy of the user is:
q∗1 = argmax μ̂s (q1 , q2 (q1 )).

(8)

q1

Thus, (q∗1 , q∗2 (q∗1 )) forms a stationary SE.
III. H IERARCHICAL L EARNING A LGORITHM
A. Algorithm Description
In this section, based on Q-learning [9], [10], the HPCA
algorithm is proposed. It is assumed that the user and jammer are intelligent agents. A user’s mixed policy is represented
q1 (k) = (q1,1 (k), q1,2 (k), . . . , q1,m (k), . . . , q1,M (k)),
as
M
and
m=1 q1,m (k) = 1. The user’s policy q1,m (k) means
the probability with which it chooses the power action
pm from the set P . A jammer’s mixed policy can be
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denoted
N as q2 (t) = (q2,1 (t), q2,2 (t), . . . , q2,n (t), . . . , q2,N (t)),
and
n=1 q2,n (k) = 1. The jammer’s policy q2,n (t) is the
probability that it chooses the power action ϕn from the set J .
Then, the user’s Q value is updated according to:
Q1,m (k + 1) = (1 − κ1k )Q1,m (k) + κ1k r1,m (k),

(9)

where κ1k ∈ [0, 1) is the learning rate, satisfying
∞
∞ k
k 2
k=0 κ1 = ∞,
k=0 (κ1 ) < ∞, and r1,m (k) = μ̃s (pm , ϕn )
denotes the observed reward. The user’s policy updates as:


exp Q1,m (k)/τ0

,
(10)
q1,m (k + 1) = 
exp Q1,w (k)/τ0
w∈P

where τ0 controls the tradeoff of exploration-exploitation.
Similarly, the jammer’s Q value is updated as:

Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Power Control Algorithm (HPCA)
Step 1: Set t=0, k=0 and initialize the mixed policy qi (t)
and Q values Qi (·), i ∈ N = {1, 2}.
Step 2: In the kth epoch, the user selects its power pm from
the discrete power set P according to its policy q1 (k).
Step 3: The jammer’s learning process.
(1) In the tth slot, the jammer selects its jamming
power ϕn from the set J according to its policy q2 (t).
(2) The jammer measures its utility r2,n (t).
(3) The jammer updates its Q values according to (11)
and policy according to (12).
(4) Update t=t+1, and until the stopping criterion holds.
Step 4: The user measures its utility r1,m (k).
Step 5: The user updates its Q values according to (9) and
policy according to (10).
Step 6: Go to step 2, and until the stopping criterion holds.

Q2,n (t + 1) = (1 − κ2t )Q2,n (t) + κ2t r2,n (t),
(11)
∞ t
t
where κ2 ∈ [0, 1) is the learning rate, satisfying t=0 κ2 = ∞,
∞
t 2
t=0 (κ2 ) < ∞, and r2,n (t) = μ̃j (pm , ϕn ). The jammer’s
policy is updated according to:


exp Q2,n (t)/τ0

.
(12)
q2,n (t + 1) = 
exp Q2,r (t)/τ0
r∈J

The proposed HPCA is given in Algorithm 1, and the user
and jammer update their policies at different time scales. The
stop criterion is when either the maximum iteration number is
reached, or the probability vector of t + 1 is the same as t.
B. Performance Analysis
In the following, we investigate the convergence of the proposed HPCA algorithm. Motivated by [10], [12], and [13], to
describe the evolution of the Q values of the user, we have

dQ1,m (k + 1)
= κ1k r1,m (k) − Q1,m (k) .
(13)
dk
However, we would like to investigate the evolution of the
strategies compared to the Q values. By differentiating (10)
with respect to k and using (13), we have
⎧⎡
⎤
⎨
k

κ
dq1,m (k)
= q1,m (k) 1 ⎣r1,m (k−1)−
q1,ρ (k)r1,ρ (k−1)⎦
dk
τ0 ⎩
ρ∈P
⎫



q1,m (k) ⎬
− τ0
q1,ρ (k) ln
.
q1,ρ (k) ⎭

Fig. 2.

The learning process of the jammer in the first epoch.

to (q∗1 , q∗2 (q∗1 )), which is the solution of dq
dt = f (q), with initial
condition q(0) = q0 .
Lemma 2: The proposed HPCA algorithm can converge to
the optimal strategy.
Proof: Inspired by [9] and [13], as long as the condition
∞
∞ k
k 2
k=0 κi = ∞,
k=0 (κi ) < ∞ holds, the convergence is
guaranteed. For brevity, we omit the proof, and readers can
refer to [9] and [13] for detailed proof.
Proposition 1: The proposed HPCA can discover a SE.
Proof: Motivated by [12] and [14], it is proved by contradiction. We assume that the learning process converges to a
non-SE point. According to [15, Th. 3.1], the learning process converges to the stationary point, which is the solution of
the ODE. Therefore, the non-SE points are stationary, which
contradicts the Lemma 1.

ρ∈P

(14)
According to [10], the steady policy qs1 (k) is expressed as:


exp r1,m (k)/τ0
s
.

q1 (k) = 
(15)
exp r1,ν (k)/τ0
ν∈P

For the jammer, we have similar conclusions.
Motivated by [12]–[14], the strategy profile of all players
can be denoted as q(t) = (q1 (t), q2 (t)). In order to capture
the asymptotic convergence of q(t), we resort to an ordinary
differential equation (ODE) [15]. The right-hand side of (14)
can be expressed as f (q). As κit → 0, q(t) can converge weakly

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
In this section, simulation results are presented. Referring
to [5] and [8], the channel gain α and β are set in the interval
[0.3, 0.9]. The set P = J = [0.5W, 1.0W, 1.5W, 2.0W, 2.5W].
Each epoch contains T=100 time slots. Other parameters are
given as: cj = cs = 0.2, δ02 = 0.1.
The update of the jammer’s selection probability in the
first epoch is presented in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the user’s
convergence behavior over epoch numbers. The selection probability of the user (or jammer) converges to a stationary mixed
strategy in about 60 iterations (or epoch numbers).
To evaluate the proposed HPCA algorithm, it is compared
with the random selection algorithm (RSA), in which the user
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As can be seen from Fig. 5, because of the inaccurate observation, the jammer will deviate from its optimal strategy, and
the limited observation leads to the increase of the user’s utility. Also, the improvement of the user’s utility degrades with
the growth of observation factor γ . As indicated in Fig. 6,
due to the bounded rationality, the jammer may not respond
with the maximum utility, which results in the improvement
of the user’s utility. Moreover, increasing rationality factor η
degrades the improvement of the utility of the user.

Fig. 3.

The learning process of the user over epoch numbers.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, the power control problem with discrete
power strategies had been investigated. We formulated an
anti-jamming Stackelberg game to analyze the competitive
interactions between the user and jammer. Then, a hierarchical
power control algorithm (HPCA) was proposed. Moreover, we
considered the impact of the bounded rationality and limited
observation. Finally, the simulations were conducted, and the
results have shown that the user will benefit from the jammer’s
bounded rationality and limited observation.
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Fig. 4.

Performance comparison of the user’s utility for different solutions.
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The influence of the observation factor γ .
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The influence of the rationality factor η.
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